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... any way." let's talk to the director of suffolk university's political center. he joins us by phone this morning. good morning. ...
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... a logistical one. host: we are talking about a new poll that suffolk university did in collaboration with "usa today" looking at and likely voters. thanks for joining us this ...
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... a logistical one. host: we are talking about a new poll that suffolk university did in collaboration with "usa today" looking at and likely voters. thanks for joining us this ...

**Suffolk University on Current TV - U.S. Cable**
08/16/2012 07:36:36

... these people? >> the survey we did with suffolk university was of people who either said i'm not going to vote or there's no better than a 50/50
chance. we call them unlikely voters. ...

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
08/15/2012 23:10:56
7News at 11 PM (News)

... >>> andy hiller with details and results of the suffolk university poll. >>>
this november history says about 60% of american citizens of voting ladies
and gentlemen go to the polls to pick a ...

Suffolk University on WSVN-MIA (FOX) - Miami, FL
08/16/2012 00:46:23
Channel 7 News at 10PM (News)

... >>> as the election season heats up we teamed one boston suffolk
university and usa today for an exclusive poll and we've learned many voters
are disin chanted. that could play a big role come november. ...

Suffolk University on WWLP-SPR (NBC) - Springfield, MA
08/16/2012 04:53:45
22News @4:30AM (News)

... welcome back...the time now is 4:5x... a new poll by usa today and suffolk
university found that 40 percent of americans don't plan to vote. 22news
reporter raven santana breaks down why people who are eligible ...

Suffolk University on KTEN (NBC) - Sherman, TX
08/16/2012 05:27:50
KTEN News at 5AM (News)

... drierector at suffolk university... davis helped the roos get to their second
ever s-c-a-c ...
... clerk himself. A new poll by U.S.A. Today and Suffolk University found that 40 percent of Americans don't plan to vote in November. 22News reporter Raven Santana breaks down why people who are eligible ...

... out and vote, the race wouldn't be as close as it is. Our 7 News Suffolk University U.S.A. Today poll shows the president would get 43%, Mitt Romney just 18% from all of the unlikely voters. ...

... director at Suffolk University... Davis helped the Roos get to their second ever S-C-A-C ...

... practice to a near heat. >> and we have more in our Suffolk University poll. >> and good morning. I'm Sarah French. >> and stirring up controversy over this teacher. ...

... neck in neck. >> and the numbers come from the Suffolk University poll. The survey shows 60% of Americans will vote November 5th but that means 40% they don't vote and many believe they ...
... the thought that this is what the experts are saying in Suffolk University with "USA Today," 90 million Americans -- 90 million Americans might not even vote in this election. ...

... much harder in terms of intensity of voting in this November's election the Democrats David Cowley Lagos did the survey for Suffolk University of USA Today says about ninety million Americans who are eligible to vote won't we constantly use of social media campaign twenty twelve its advantage Obama abound in board I let ...

... you are much harder terms of intensity of voting in the November election the Democrats David Pali Lagos did the survey for Suffolk University of USA Today says about ninety million Americans who are eligible to vote won't want to constantly use of social media campaign twenty twelve its advantage Obama is in or ...

... Obama voters from casting doubts that estimated ninety million eligible voters are expected to Scipio arch about your circular Suffolk University poll asked why don't have any time to busy twenty six percent my vote is about a twelve percent are not interested in all ten percent I just don't want to vote in Salford ...

... the very latest numbers. the results of our exclusive Suffolk University poll tonight at 11:00. >> fast-moving thunderstorm is caught on camera in qnexa. a tome owner captured the storm ...
... about it turns out you're not alone is critical to our future as many would have you believe on the USA Today Suffolk University poll finds as many as ninety million Americans who were eligible to vote will straight away from the polls in November Nicaragua is one of those saying she's not voting in a row rollbar ...

... taste in their mouth and I wonder if that director of a thing here that said to from Suffolk University saying that there are ninety million Americans who will not vote in November is just that the Ithaca nastiness isn't the evil that sometimes pops out the radiculopathy of politics prior to look ...

... potential victory Obama is . I think is very good chance that old silliness in this pulled as USA Today Suffolk University poll and a lot of them say that to two thirds consider registered about eight in ten say the government plays important role in their lives if they did not vote for Obama and ...

... choice for our next president. >> 7 news teaming up with suffolk university and usa today. and patrick fraser reports, we found some interesting results. >> 70 million people voted for ...

... pedal in Ohio jobs as there will be no quick decisional law that limits early voting for most of the presidential campaigns of Suffolk University pollster David Pauly largest of some ninety million eligible people don't plan to vote for a A deal with the devil to go along with them in competitive return to ...
... massive piece of poll research from the "usa today" newspaper and suffolk university reporting. there are 40 million voters who reportedly say they want president obama to be reelected ...

... white house. what a news seven suffolk university poll said is the key to this. >> and bruce springsteen rocking out. he takes time out for a tribute ...

... johnny pesky down in baltimore. >> and latest 7 news suffolk university poll talking about the race for the white house. >> and we continue to follow breaking news right now. and it is a happy day here. ...

... off the coast of cape cod. >>> the results of a new 7news suffolk university poll. the group that could shake up the race if they voted. >>> 7news at 5:00 starts now. >>> whipped-up water. ...

... with details and the results of our exclusive 7 news suffolk university poll. >>>reporter: this november, history says about 60% of american citizens of voting age will go to the polls to pick a ...
... that's 80 million people. they are teaming up with suffolk university and usa today to ask the disenchanted voters why they won't vote. >> and a grave crime what i cemetery is targeted. ...

... difference. the results of our exclusive 7 news suffolk university usa today poll. >> and after they suffered at hands of accused animal horders. dogs hoping for a new home. ...

... presidential election. 7 news teaming up with suffolk university and usa today to show how the voters will have a major impact in november. here's 7's patrick fraser. >> 70 million people voted for ...

... >>> as the election season heats up we teamed one boston suffolk university and usa today for an exclusive poll and we've learned many voters are disenchanted. that could play a big role come november. ...